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We’re right back where we like to be: phones ringing, vans loading 
and hens coming out all over the country. You’ve saved the lives of 20,000 hens this 
year at the time of going to print. That’s a lot of lucky girls, although the queue for 

retirement never ends so please keep those calls coming!
As you see from the front cover, Nancy Birtwhistle of Bake Off fame is joining us for this 
edition and tells us what it was like to be on the BBC’s biggest show. Nancy also shares 

some of her favourite recipes.
 

We are thrilled to bits to introduce our new learning programme for primary school children – 
it is AMAZING – find out on page 17 how you can become involved or sign up for a workshop at your 

local school.  
 

Time flies, and Hensus 2017 is here. For those who have not come across our Hensus before, 
it's a questionnaire that helps us compile information about our ex-bat population. Once 

we have the results, we’ll share the findings with you. Taking part gives you a chance to win 
a £50 Lakeland voucher too – perfect timing for Nancy’s bakes I’d say.

 
If you’ve not tried Stokes Sauces yet, you’re missing out... we love their products 

and their ethos, and think you will too, find out on page 25. Naturally we’re all about celebrating 
hens, and now we have a fresh website page to help; much-loved Custard holds the limelight in this 

edition, and we want more of you to tell the world what’s special about your hen(s). 
 

Add a fabulous competition worth £250 from Ian Snow (definitely worth a go if you like the idea 
of gorgeous homewares and clothing); our gallery, your news and views and a lot of lovely feathery 

photos, and I hope you will thoroughly enjoy this edition of Chicken & Egg.
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     Dear
Supporters

Warm wishes 
Jane Howorth MBE 
Founder
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Eggy 
News

Could we soon be getting eggs on the NHS? Probably not, but one study has concluded 
eggs are so good for us they should be prescribed. The shelled wonders were even 
described as ‘nature’s multi-vitamin’ owing to their mix of proteins, vitamins and minerals. 
Nutritionist Dr Carrie Ruxton concluded health professionals would be justified in actively 
promoting the consumption of eggs. Well, if it’s the doctor’s advice…!

Cloud Eggs

Prescription eggs

Have you heard of the new eggy 
craze sweeping the nation? Well 
you’re about to. Cloud eggs are the 
latest food sensation sweeping  
Instagram accounts everywhere. 
If you’re not familiar with the trend, 
it essentially involves separating 
the whites and yolks, whipping 
the whites before baking them in 
mounds, popping a yolk back in 
the middle of each white and 
baking them again. It’s a bit more 
effort than your standard fried 
egg but hey, anything that gets 
people eggcited about eggs 
gets a thumbs up from us. 
 
If you make some, remember to 
tag us in a post on social media.



The winner of the Golden Egg competition from our 
last issue was Anne Turner who got her hands on a 
copy of The Vintage Picnic Book by Jeremy Hobson. 
Our next prize is this gorgeous blue chicken and 
egg tea towel plus a bag and oven glove – how 
appropriate!  

If you’d like to enter just find the Golden Egg hidden 
among these pages and email the page number to 
competitions@bhwt.co.uk with the title: Golden Egg 
Competition.  

The competition closes on 31 July 2017. 

As always good cluck! 
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In China, red eggs are given as presents to new parents or as birthday gifts.

Did you know? 

Find the Golden Egg 
& Competition Winners

Our fabulous Ashburton Cookery School competition was won by lucky 
Anne-Marie Nixey. She bagged herself a weekend cookery course plus 
two nights’ accommodation – we're not at all jealous! To enter our latest 
competition and be in with a chance of getting your hands on some 
gorgeous homeware from Ian Snow, visit page 24.
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 We are 
what we eat

As the popularity of diets peak and trough, 
two are consistently on the rise, namely 
vegetarianism and veganism. Not diets 
that necessarily bring weight loss, but both 
rapidly becoming more mainstream. And as 
these rise in popularity, more variations are 
emerging with pescatarianism, vegganism 
and flexitarianism all becoming necessary 
terms for the waiter to learn!

A poll commissioned by the Vegan Society 
showed that in 2016 there were three and a 
half times more vegans compared with 2006. 
This equates to 542,000 people in Britain 
who follow a vegan diet, avoiding any animal 
products including meat, fish, milk, cheese, 
eggs and honey. The poll also calculated 
that 3.25% of the population, or 1.68 million 
people, are now either vegetarian or vegan.

Cutting back
Many who don’t want to cut out meat  
altogether are making changes with around 
a quarter of the British public cutting back 
on meat whilst stating they would be willing 
to pay more for ‘better meat’ if it was tastier, 
healthier, produced to higher animal welfare 
standards or provided better financial returns 
to farmers.

Pescatarians have long been defined as 
those who choose not to eat meat, but retain 
fish within their diets whether for ethical, 
health of simply reasons of choice. 

As a result, a new breed of consumer has 
entered the mix – the flexitarian. Before you 
roll your eyes, the meaning behind the word 
has merit as it describes a growing number 
who eat mostly a vegetarian diet but include 
a small amount of meat, perhaps once or 

twice a week. True veggies may shudder at 
the thought, but some people simply love 
meat too much to give it up completely 
and elect to take advantage of the growing 
high-welfare meat and dairy products on the 
market to demonstrate that they care about 
animals. For others environmental concerns 
are the catalyst.

Changing image
Veganism, once the embodiment of an  
alternative, hippy lifestyle is changing its 
image. Top athletes such as Britain’s David 
Smith, who won a rowing gold in the 2012 
London Para Olympics and celebs like  
popstar, Ellie Goulding; actress, Natalie 
Portman, and even ex-US President, Bill 
Clinton, have replaced hippy with something 
far more glamorous and aspirational. 

The vegan trend is evident in our super-
markets with meat and milk replacement 
options commonplace, and high street cafes 
and restaurants also offering multiple vegan 
choices. Pret a Manger’s recent foray into 
a purely Veggie Pret outlet in Soho proved 
so successful the company is considering 
taking it a step further as the most popular 
items ordered from the menu were vegan.
 
As some vegetarians have flexed into  
flexitarians, so too have vegans morphed 
into ‘veggans’ - those who eat eggs so long 
as they are laid by hens kept or re-homed 
as pets instead of being sent to slaughter.   
Indeed the British Hen Welfare Trust has 
many supporters who adopt its hens but 
choose not to eat their eggs, instead giving 
them to friends and family as a gift. 
 
 
           Continued:

It seems barely a day goes by without yet another diet being thrust into the 
limelight claiming to make you healthier, happier, 10lbs lighter etc. The Atkins diet, 

5:2 diet, the Paleo diet, Juice Plus, not to mention the rise of celebrity diet plans, 
each claiming to bring its own benefits.    
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What you feed your 
little soldiers, 
starts with what you 
feed your hens.

CALL US TODAY 01362 822 902
www.soya-free.co.uk

We care about the type of ingredients used in our feeds, and we think you should too. Not only do 
we use the highest quality ingredients, but we’re also very careful to leave out quite a lot of other 
things which don’t meet our high standards. 
Which is why our Natural Free Range Layers Pellets and Crumble are now Soya Free.

Natural Free Range Layers Pellets and Crumble

   Supporting British Farmers - 
      reducing food miles, wherever possible
3 Nutritionally balanced with added Omega 3
3Quality Non-GM Ingredients
3 Vegetarian Society Approved
3 Produced in our drug free mill

“Food for thought?”

Quote Ad Reference “Soya Free Soldiers”

  

 

 

LAYERS FEED

TH
E NON-G

M
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One vegan supporter, Daniel, told us: “Nine 
years ago I became vegetarian because 
I love animals and can't stand the idea of 
causing them any harm. Three years ago  
I became vegan. 

“The only food I miss is eggs. Since 
becoming vegan I haven’t eaten eggs but 
would eat eggs from chickens re-homed 
through the BHWT.”

Bookshops are changing too, shelves are 
stacked with cookbooks showing that nuts 
and green bits have a place in posh nosh 
restaurants as well as our kitchens.  Ella 
Woodward, a rising star in the foodie world, 
was diagnosed with a rare and debilitating 
disease at 19.  After years of struggle Ella 
took her own health in hand and became 
vegan.  Now healthy again, Ella believes 
her diet change helped her become the fit, 
successful woman now making her mark on 
the mainstream cook in us all. 
 
 The Health Benefits
Research has shown that non-meat eaters 
may be less likely to suffer from Type 2 
diabetes, heart disease and many cancers. 
However, as red meat is an important source 
of protein, iron, vitamin D and zinc, non-meat 
eaters must replace these nutrients with 
foods such as lentils, nuts and tofu. 

Cutting dairy leads to claims of lower choles-
terol, lower blood pressure, lower body mass 
index and reduced risk of heart disease and 
cancer. Yet dairy is high in calcium, vital for 
healthy bones and teeth, so vegans need 
leafy greens to make up the deficit, although 
you would have to eat three times the weight 
of broccoli as milk to get the same amount!

There is no doubt that diets are changing, 
as more people become increasingly aware 
of the connections between diet and 
health, welfare and environment. 
 
Our thoughts
The British Hen Welfare Trust does not seek 
to influence its supporters to eat in any given 
way, but we believe that farmers should be  
mindful of the fact that animal welfare is one 
of the main reasons behind the choice to 
become vegetarian or vegan, and welfare 
will always influence farming methods. 
 
     Sources
     delicious. Aug 2016, page 70

     delicious. May 2017, page 23

We are what we eat 
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Your hens
1. How many hens do you have? 

    Ex-bats                 Pure breeds 

2. Did you keep hens before you re-homed    
     through the BHWT?                       Yes / No

3. Have you re-homed from us more than  
     once?                                                 Yes / No

4. Since adopting your hens have they 
     inspired anyone else to also re-home?
                                                                   Yes/No 
 
5. What names did you give your last three 
     adopted ex-bats? 
 
      

6. Your hen housing – which do you prefer? 
     good wood / plastic fantastic 

7. Keeping your hens cosy. What’s your 
     bedding preference? 
     Dengie / Easichick / Straw / 
     Wood shavings / Other 

8. How much do you spend on your girls 
     per month?          £5-10 / £10-25 / £25+ 

9. We know you buy feed and bedding 
     regularly, but what else is a regular 
     purchase? 
     Treats / Disinfectants / Health products /     
     Vitamins / Worming treatments 

10. What’s your favourite way to eat eggs? 
       On their own / In a cake 
       As a meal ingredient / Other (specify) 

       
 
11. What do you do with your surplus eggs? 
      Sell them / Give them away / Throw   
      them away / Other 
 

12. What is your motivation for re-homing   
       our hens? (select as many as appropriate)

       They make great pets / To save them  
       from slaughter / Because I grew up 
       with them / For their eggs  

Hensus 2017
Every few years we conduct a Hensus survey to find out what you think about your hens 
and hen-related matters. Please take 10 to complete the survey and to be in with the 
chance of winning a £50 Lakeland voucher for your completed entry. Please send your 
completed entries to BHWT, Hope Chapel, Rose Ash, South Molton, EX36 4RF or hop 
online to complete the survey. 
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We need fundraisers!
13. Would any of the following fundraising  
       ideas inspire you to help our hens?
       Egg Club – if you’ve got eggs galore  
       then share the love and sell them to 
       raise funds
       Free Range Friday – did someone say   
       cake?! Simply bake and eat with friends   
       and family in exchange for a donation
       Leaving us a gift in your Will – 
       your legacy could help to save 
       thousands of hens
       Regular giving – help us build a nest    
       egg to save more hens from slaughter
        None of the above  
 
If you can help with any of our fundraisers 
above we would like to send you more 
information. Please let us have your email 
address and tick this box to confirm you are 
happy for us to contact you via email: 
 

Let’s have some fun!
14. We know most of you could chatter  
       about your chickens for hours, but  
       please describe your hens in just 
       three words. 
 
       
 
15. What is the most unusual place your  
       hens have laid an egg? 
 
        

16. What’s the most unusual name you’ve  
       given one of your hens, and why? 
 
      
 
       Why? 

17. What was the most unexpected thing  
       you discovered about your ex-bats?
       Their softness / individual personalities     
       / amusing antics / how tame they are 
       / how they interact with children and/or  
       other pets / all of these 

My Email is:
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Hen health 
18. Where do you get health advice for 
       your hens? 
       Vet / social media / internet / BHWT   
       Advice Line / Other (specify)  
 

19. How do you rate your vet’s knowledge?   
       Good / reasonable / poor

20. Would you use veterinary support if     
       better treatments and knowledge 
       were available?                             Yes / No
 
21. How do you rate the BHWT Advice Line?    
       Good / reasonable / poor 

22. Would you be interested in taking a   
       course to learn more about hen health?    
                                                                 Yes / No  
 
BHWT News
23. Do you regularly read Chicken & Egg?  
                                                                 Yes / No 

24. If not, why? 
 
        

25. What do you think of the 
       magazine’s content? 
       Too much / Too little / About right 

26. Ideally, how often would you like to get it?  
       2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6   (times a year) 

28. How do you like us to keep in touch with  
        you? (Circle all that apply) 
       Phone / email / post / social media 

29. What’s your favourite thing to see on our  
        Facebook and Twitter feeds? 
       (Circle all that apply)

       Photos / Videos / Hen health tips 
       / Industry news (i.e. campaigns, farms, 

         egg-related news) / Fundraising news

Terms and conditions
The winner of the voucher will be chosen at random by the BHWT. The winner will be notified by email or post. No cash alternative available. By entering 
the survey you have the legal capacity to do so and agree to these terms and conditions. The prize is a £50 Lakeland voucher. There is no entry fee and no 
purchase required. If, due to circumstances beyond their control Lakeland or BHWT is unable to provide the stated prize, they reserve the right to award 
a substitute prize of equal or greater value. The competition is open to UK residents aged 18 or over, except employees of Lakeland and BHWT and their 
immediate families, or anyone professionally associated with this promotion. The prize winner agrees to the use of their name for promotional purposes.
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Campaigning
As you know our #BHWTfeathercampaign focusses on those companies who do not yet 
use free range eggs in their products. But do you know who they are off the top of your 
head? No cheating or using the internet!  We want to find out how much people know  
about the food they eat.  
 
Do these household brands use 
free range eggs? 
 

YES NO DON’T 
KNOW

Mr Kipling

Hellmann’s

Aunt Bessie’s

Gü

Ben & Jerry’s

McVitie’s

Tell us some more about you and your hens! 

30. How do you show your hens you love    
       them? 
       Cuddle them / Give them treats / Share   
       the sofa with them / Bury your nose in  
       their feathers / Other (specify) 

 

31. An important question - what would you  
       call your hens?          Pets / Livestock 

32. Describe the difference your hens have  
       made to family life in a dozen words 
       or less.   

And finally…
 
33. After all you do for your chickens, how   
       do you like to spoil yourself?
       Luxury beauty products/Soak in the    
       bath/Glass of wine/Trashy TV/Other   
       (please tell us!)  

 
 
Thank you so much for completing our 
Hensus survey 2017. 
 
We will collate your answers and 
feedback the results in the next edition 
of Chicken & Egg and see how much 
your hens mean to you!

Now, eating on the go, and out and about. 
Do these food chains use solely 
free range eggs?  

YES NO DON’T 
KNOW

Pret

Millie’s Cookies

Pizza Express

Burger King

Upper Crust

Subway



Foraging Feast Pellets

Foraging Cake & Feeder

Chick Sticks & Feeder
A range to suit all

your feeding needs!
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Foraging Feast Pellets

Foraging Cake & Feeder

Chick Sticks & Feeder
A range to suit all

your feeding needs!

Do you remember the first time you held a hen?
It may have been a few months or even years ago, but we bet you still remember the feeling.

We want everyone to experience that, especially children, which is why we’ve developed a

learning programme aimed at helping primary school students learn with hens.

We are currently recruiting volunteers to visit schools around the country - with their hens -

to hold workshops, allowing children to explore food, farming and animal welfare topics and gain

the knowledge and skills to make informed food choices. There are also a series of downloadable

resources so schools can run workshops themselves.

And, if after holding the workshop schools are interested in re-homing some of our lovely girls,

we have put together a pack with everything they will need to know!

We launch our learning programme in October and look forward to speaking 

to the next generation of hen keepers then.

For more information on how your school can get involved, 
or if you’re interested in becoming a learning volunteer, visit our website at 

www.bhwt.org.uk/learning-programme

Get an 
eggucation!
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Author Victoria Connelly is kindly donating 
100% of the royalties from her book, Escape 
to Mulberry Cottage, during July and August. 
It tells the tale of Victoria’s move from 
London to rural Suffolk with her first batch 
of ex-bats. 

If you’d like to pick up a copy (and raise 
money for us!) visit victoriaconnelly.com/
books/mulberry-cottage-series-2/
 
If you’d like to fundraise for us simply email 
fundraise@bhwt.co.uk to get the ball rolling. 

GoodEggs 
We love celebrating our Egg Clubbers and Free Range Friday-ers, 
our Runny Eggers and regular givers, they all help us to help hens 

with their dedication and creativity.

For instance, Jackie Nayler recently held a 
Free Range Friday and raised a whopping 
£515 by inviting the whole village! 

As well as consuming plenty of tea and cake 
people mingled with Jackie’s ex-bats, piglets 
and new-born turkeys – that sounds like 
our kind of party!

Celebrating 
Special Hens 

A village resident enjoying tea & free range cake
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Take Custard whose local claim to fame 
was an evening escape job, tunnelling her 
way out of the garden, walking the length 
of a large field, dodging dogs and foxes, 
overnighting somewhere in another garden
and then crossing a busy road, only to be 
discovered late next morning munching 
plants at the other end of the village. 
In fact, Custard was mightily put out 
when her owner, Fiona Moss, turned up.  
 
When Custard joined the flock in the sky,
Fiona wrote what amounts to a eulogy for
her special hen: 
 
“So, my special little hen with the massive
personality, you had an extraordinary innings

Celebrating 
Special Hens 

No-one loves their hens more than our supporters, and once in a while a ‘special’ girl 
comes along who, for whatever reason, worms their way  that bit deeper into our hearts. 

Because we hear so many heart-warming stories we have now created a place on our 
website where all these special hens can be celebrated; we simply ask for a donation in 

return for sharing memories of your hen(s).

for an ex-bat – five to six years, by my
reckoning. The remaining girls are far too
well-behaved by comparison, there is no one
trying to burst through the cat flap anymore
and the garden looks unnaturally tidy without
those mounds of straw and hemp shavings.
May you rest in peace, and thank you for
laying for us almost every day for over two
years – even if you did make us search for
the cache.” 

Fiona's words touched us and made us 
smile in equal measure, and we now invite 
you to share memories of your own 
bundle of feathery mischief on our 
Celebrating Special Hens page, visit 
www.bhwt.org.uk/information/gifts-in-celebration/

Custard strolling around the garden
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Charity bake sales. They’ve been done 
to death, you might think. They’re old hat, 
you might say. But hey, at your event guests 
will be able to see and stroke the very hens 
who laid the eggs which made their yummy 
cakes?  Who can top that?!
 
We guarantee there will be no better tasting 
cakes at any other charity bake sale than 
one where the cakes have been made 
using the freshest eggs from the free-est 
hens going. Your event will be unique in 
communicating the connection between 
yummy cake and beautiful hens. (Please 
note we don't advise cows attend on the 
basis of their butter contribution.)
 
If you’re struggling for baking inspo, read 
our interview with GBBO winner Nancy 
Birtwhistle or try one of her yummy recipes 
which you can find later in the magazine.

Get friends, family and/or work colleagues 
involved because, let’s face it, everyone 
loves a slice of free range cake. 

To hold a Free Range Bake Sale visit 
our website for more information or 
email fundraise@bhwt.co.uk

Free Range 
Bake Sales
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We love hearing why our supporters adore 
their girls and in this piece we hear from 
Susanna Gregory, who wrote the Matthew 
Bartholomew series of mysteries set in 
medieval Cambridge, and the Thomas 
Chaloner adventures in Restoration 
London. Simon Beaufort is the pseudonym 
she and her husband, an award-winning 
Cambridge historian, use for their joint 
fiction projects. Here's what they told us…
 
We had always wanted to keep hens, but 
our lifestyle, which involved spending a 
couple months every year working in the 
Antarctic, made it impossible. Then shortly 
after we stopped working in the far South, 
some friends phoned to say that they were 
going to collect some hens and invited us 
to pick some up at the same time. The 
decision was made in an instant; we 
hurried into town to buy essentials, and 
the neighbours donated a bag of wood 
shavings and some straw. The next 
afternoon, Ma (named after a hen taken 
on an Antartic Expedition), Ethel, and 
Gertrude (named after our maternal 
grandmothers), came to live with us.
 
We didn’t know it at the time, but they were 
to change our lives.
 
At first, we thought the hens would just be 
part of the garden scenery; pretty little things 

Susanna Gregory and Simon Beaufort

The joys of 
hen keeping

in their run, who would take a few minutes 
each day to tend, and who would keep us 
supplied with eggs. But we hadn’t reckoned 
on their charming personalities. Within a 
couple of days, they had gone from being 
chickens to individuals, each with their own 
character, behaviours, habits, and voices.
 
We began spending more and more time 
with Ma, Ethel and Gertrude, getting to know 
their individual likes, and dislikes. Their run 
quickly transformed from a small attachment 
to their house to a 20-square-metre area, 
and finally to a quarter of an acre enclosed 
by electric fencing containing all of their 
favourite bits of the garden.  This included 
a row of leylandii, an unruly patch of 
overgrown shrubs, and a fallen fir that clings 
to life and provides a series of tunnels under 
its branches, as well as an expanse of ‘lawn’.
 
Being with the Girls, as we like to call them, 
allowed many of the stresses and strains of 
modern living to disappear. Many years ago, 
Susanna worked on a project that looked at 
the benefits of having pets. The results were 
unequivocal – people with pets tended to 
score higher on the happiness scale. 
The researchers put this down to three 
things: getting a daily dose of fresh air, 
the responsibility of seeing to the needs of 
another living creature, and the satisfaction 
of returned affection. It certainly worked for us.

The girls on their favourite bench. L-R Food Bird, Ethel, Gertie, Ma, and Audrey
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Our three Girls were gorgeous. Ethel was 
nervous of change, affectionate towards 
us, but a bit of a bully to the others. Gertie 
was noisy, exuberant, independent, and 
loved to hunt for worms and slugs. And 
Ma was gentle, intelligent, inquisitive, and 
always the first to try anything new. Ethel 
establishing herself as Queen of All She 
Surveyed, became a bit over-exuberant in 
exerting her authority, so our vet suggested 
getting a couple more hens to spread out 
Ethel’s unwanted attentions. So we obtained 
two more beautiful Warrens.
 
One quickly became known as Food Bird, 
as she never met anything to eat that she 
didn’t like. She was larger than life and had 
amazing problem-solving abilities, happy 
to go through a series of complex stages 
to get to treats we thought we had put 
out of her reach. The other, Audrey, 
communicated incredibly well and knew 
how to make it clear when she wanted the 
tarpaulin taken off her dust bath or to visit 
our part of the garden.
 
Tragically, we lost Ma in 2014 and Gertie 
and Food Bird in 2015. With them gone and 
Audrey already broody (yes, Warrens do go 
broody), Ethel was lonely and bereft. 

We got more so she would have a new flock, 
including Henrietta and Florrie, two Black 
Rocks. But because we love Warrens, we 
got little Dusty, too – a real charmer who 
is wholly dedicated to begging treats from 
easily manipulated humans.
 
Our Girls continue to give us masses of 
pleasure. Letting them out in the morning, 
and watching as they hurry to catch the 
early worms and see which bugs might be 
around is lovely. So is having Ethel perch on 
our knees while she preens, and watching 
their excitement in the early afternoon, when 
it is time for their daily treat. Somehow, their 
delight in simple pleasures puts other things 
in perspective.
 
We are so thankful for the wonderful work 
done by the British Hen Welfare Trust – not 
just rescuing gorgeous hens and placing 
them in loving homes, where they can see 
the sky and feel the grass beneath their 
claws, but also raising awareness of chicken 
welfare.
 
This is a cause close to our hearts – so keep 
up the good work BHWT!
 
Susanna Gregory and Simon Beaufort

The current five girls in their dust bath. (top 
box) Audrey, (lower box, clockwise from 
bottom left) Florrie, Ethel, Dusty, Henrietta

From front Ma, Gertie, and Ethel
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Terms and conditions
The competition closes on 30.09.2017 and the winner will be chosen at random by the BHWT. The winner will be notified by email or post. No 
cash alternative available.  By entering the competition you have the legal capacity to do so and agree to these terms and conditions.  The prize 
is a £250 voucher for Ian Snow goods.  There is no entry fee and no purchase required. If, due to circumstances beyond their control Ian Snow or 
BHWT is unable to provide the stated prize, they reserve the right to award a substitute prize of equal or greater value.  The competition is open 
to UK residents aged 18 or over, except employees of Ian Snow and BHWT and their immediate families, or anyone professionally associated 
with this promotion. By entering the competition you are agreeing to join the mailing list for Ian Snow and the BHWT. The prize winner agrees to 
the use of their name for promotional purposes.

Competition! 

Win £250 to spend 
at Ian Snow

Ian Snow specialises in handmade, fairtrade, bohemian homewares, soft furnishings, 
gifts, vintage furniture, clothing, accessories and more. If you don’t find something 

you immediately fall in love with on the company’s website, we’ll eat our feathery hats.
And the exciting news is that the BHWT has teamed up with Ian Snow for this issue’s 
competition.  They are giving one lucky reader the chance to win a £250 voucher to 

spend with them!  
Wing it over to Ian Snow's website to see what you could buy – it’s an online 

Aladdin’s cave with brightly coloured lampshades and candle holders, sumptuous 
cushions and throws. Gorgeous is an understatement.

Simply visit www.bhwt.org.uk/topics/current-competitions to enter before  
30 September.
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shop a huge range of homewares, 
furniture and soft furnishings

use code ‘CHICKEN&EGG’ at checkout
valid until 30th Sept 2017

handmade   fairtrade   bohemian

www.iansnow.com
enjoy FREE SHIPPING

on your first order!
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1. We’ll start by saying we LOVE your sauces. They are 
truly delicious. With so much competition out there, 
how does Stokes stand out from the crowd? 
Stokes Sauces was created because of my  
passionate love of quality taste, genuine taste, true taste. 
To achieve a recipe that delivers the best, we only use 
the best ingredients. The product development team 
have occasionally suggested alternatives and less  
expensive ingredient solutions – but the answer is 
always ‘no’.
Getting someone to try Stokes Real Mayonnaise for the 
first time is the tricky bit, but once they have tried it, they 
discover ‘better’. Then, it’s difficult to accept ‘worse’.

2. Do you have any secret ingredients which make your 
sauces so yummy? 
As you suggest, it is all down to the ingredients. Our  
tomatoes are grown by a number of carefully selected 
private growers on southern Italy’s sun-drenched 
foothills near Solerno. They are plump, sweet and juicy. 

Corporate Interview
We love nothing more than shining the light on companies who not only 
produce first class, delicious food but put animal welfare at the top of their 

agenda. Stokes Sauces are simply divine (if you haven’t tried them, you 
must!) and the company prides itself on sourcing only the best ingredients 

including, of course, free range eggs. We caught up with Stokes founder Rick 
Sheepshanks to find out how Stokes remains a cut above the rest.
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Then we use lots of them – a full 200gms per 
100gms of ketchup. They are simmered, not 
milled like others, and blended with our own 
recipe of subtle spices to complement the 
tomatoes’ natural full taste.
Our Creamed Horseradish Sauce uses half and 
half wild and cultivated horseradish. It is picked, 
cleaned and shredded by Barney in Essex. The 
addition of wild horseradish creates the intense 
flavour without the overly fiery after-effects. Try 
a spoon or two in your mashed potatoes and 
you’ll never eat mash without it again.
Stokes Beetroot Relish uses julienned ‘shards’ 
of beetroot (including the skins for that earthy 
flavour). The attractive shards are cooked  
slowly in Claret to further intensify the juicy, 
freshly processed preserve – no pickling, pure 
cooking.

3. You have some unique sauces including 
chipotle ketchup and fig relish – where does 
your inspiration come from? 
Stokes is a family of food lovers, creating 
ideas, sourcing ingredients, tasting, testing and 
producing sauces and relishes from The Old 
Stables at Rendlesham Hall. Our ideas and 
flavour combinations are literally inspired by 
excited taste buds refining old favourites and 
developing new ideas. Ideas are endless as the 
development team will tell you when I appear 
round the door with yet another light bulb 
above my head. 

4. What is day to day life like at the Stokes 
saucery? 
Everyone starts in a different way – school runs, 
dog walks, last minute rushes – much as any-
where else. I walk through my wallabies; check 
on my emus and rheas; count the ducks; and 
check that the ex-battery hens are all safely 
enjoying their new found freedom. If there were 
to be a real ‘pushmepullyou’ in the country,  
I would probably have it.
Then it varies. Supplying everyone from 
Waitrose to the local farm shop takes some 
organisation. But all would be for nothing if it 
wasn’t for the 60 hearts and souls who work in 
shifts round the clock to produce, bottle and 
distribute our products.
The skill is extraordinary. Did you know it takes 
a helicopter pilot 1,000 hours to train to combat 
skill? It takes each of our operators 2,000 hours 
training to fly Stokes production equipment 
solo. They are trained in tandem; have a written 
and practical exam which they have to achieve 
at least 90% in before being allowed to go solo, 
and then they have to complete 10,000 hours to 
earn the title of Grade One Machine Operator.

5. Tell us a bit about your decision to use free 
range eggs in your mayonnaises. 
It wasn’t a difficult decision, more a natural step. 
I wouldn’t have anything other than free range 
hens laying eggs for Stokes. None of us would.  
There isn’t a higher priority at Stokes than 
animal welfare.  It sits right alongside people, 
trust, kindness, etc.  It’s as simple as that.
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6. We love shining the light on free range egg 
farmers – can you tell us where you source 
your eggs from? 
We only use British free range eggs produced 
by approved and accredited farms from within 
the UK and Northern Ireland.

7. Stokes is currently stocked in Waitrose and 
available online – do you have any plans to 
expand into other supermarkets?
We do. The Co-op stocks our product as does 
Ocado. We are always having conversations 
with other independent and national outlets. 
And there are a growing number of 
independent retailers who stock Stokes. These 
include butchers, delis, farm shops etc who find 
that Stokes quality and authenticity fit nicely 
with their own quality promises and customer 
demands.

8. What do you think about the work of the 
British Hen Welfare Trust?
We not only approve but also endorse it, and 
we actively participate in rescuing battery hens 
from slaughter through you. Many have and 

will continue to have better retirements in the 
walled gardens at Rendlesham Hall. Keep up 
the great work. 

9. We know you’ve got emus, ducks,  
wallabies, rheas and hens – are there any 
other unusual pets lurking in the stables? 
I am an animal lover and am lucky enough to 
be in a position where I can rescue and offer 
sanctuary to many feathered, furry and fluffy 
guests.
You can meet some of them here:  
http://www.stokessauces.co.uk/page/fun/
gallery/our-pets.

10. Finally, what’s your favourite eggy dish?
This is the most difficult question to answer as 
there are so many family favourites. 
For me you can’t beat a simple poached egg to 
really enjoy the flavour. Add bacon for a salty 
edge. Poach on spinach in a ramekin served 
with a light hollandaise sauce for a posher 
poach perhaps. 
What really unites the family though, is a  
deep-filled egg mayo sandwich with a few 
snips of cress – divine!



Flying 
the British 
egg flag
Rempstone Farm, the 
heart of Cedar Organic
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Established in September 2007 on the Isle 
of Purbeck in Dorset, Cedar Organic provides 
a varied landscape with lush grass, offering 
perfect conditions for their chickens to enjoy 
a free range, organic life all year round. 

Rempstone Farm, the heart of Cedar 
Organic, is registered with the Soil  
Association which helps to ensure the 
highest welfare standards for their chickens. 
 
Andrew and Claire have a flock of 650 birds 
who live in a large polytunnel-type shed and 
have access to another wooden shed where 
they can perch and lay eggs in the nest 
boxes. Andrew and Claire say the hens are 

very chatty and like to follow them around 
the field, whilst digging lots of big holes to 
dust bathe in, under the watchful eye of 
2 alpacas, kept as flock guardians! 

The eggs are collected daily and then 
graded, packaged and delivered direct to 
local shops, restaurants and pubs offering 
the ultimate freshness to customers. 
Keep an eye out for them next time 
you’re frequenting Dorset’s eateries – 
but be quick – they’re so popular they 
often sell out during the holiday season.
Visit http://www.cedarorganic.com 
for more information.

In every issue we like to shine the spotlight on some of our 
great British egg farmers. This time we’re showcasing the 
work of Andrew and Claire Head who run Cedar Organic.

If you would like to nominate a great British farmer, 
email francesca.taffs@bhwt.co.uk and we will investigate.

Visit http://www.cedarorganic.com/ for more information.

WAITING APPROVAL ON COPY AND IMAGES

Claire Head walking with a few of the flock
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1. Firstly, let’s step back in time to when 
you won GBBO in 2014 – can you still 
remember the feeling? 

I just wasn’t expecting it. I was lucky in the final 
that everything went well. I didn’t get overly 
nervous and thought I’m here to have fun. It 
is a fantastic opportunity so I am going to 
embrace it and enjoy it. The biggest challenge 
is with yourself, not the other bakers. I knew I 
couldn't prepare for the technical but with the 
other two challenges I knew, if I did it as I had 
at home, then I could achieve good things.

That weekend nothing went wrong. I was totally 
focused. Especially in the final. There was a 
camera on you the whole time and the crew 
were talking to you constantly. If anybody had 
a crisis the film crew were like bees round a 
honey pot because that was interesting!

When the three of us were standing waiting 
for the winner to be announced I remember 
focussing on a tree on the horizon. I was not 
thinking about anything. When they read 
my name out I can’t remember much about 
it. There had been 10 weekends of living, 
breathing, sleeping Bake Off. The whole thing 
was an emotional rollercoaster. It was by far 
the hardest thing I have ever done, but by far 
the best too.

2. How did life change for you immediately 
after you won - were you recognised on the 
streets?
We started filming at the end of April and 
finished the last weekend in June. Filming 
ended and I knew I had won, but I came home 
and couldn't say anything because it had to 
remain a secret.. July went by and everything 
went flat. From applying in October right 
through until June I had been totally 

occupied with Bake Off and overnight it 
suddenly stopped. I remember going on holiday 
thinking what to do next?

Then it started on TV in August and that was 
when the media began to take an interest. 
This was the first series on BBC One. There 
was an announcement about the line-up and 
the local press were round wanting to know 
how I did! 

The year before there had been a contestant 
from Grimsby. One journalist interviewing me 
asked if I did as well as her and I replied ‘you’ll 
have to wait and see’ so she went back to the 
office and said ‘I don’t think Nancy did very well’!

As the weeks went by and we got halfway 
people started to recognise me. I was in a 
supermarket in France and someone 
recognised me, and I went to Italy and some-
one had seen me on the show. 

3. Can we expect your encyclopaedia 
of baking to be out on the shelves any 
time soon? 

From the 2014 contestants Louis, Richard, 
Martha and Chetna all had books published. 
I had a publisher contact me but hesitated 
simply because there were so many books out 
there already. I thought if I write a book I want it 
to be a book I would want to read. I flick through 
books but am never sure if what I make will look 
like the photo.

I have written 500 recipes and was told I would 
need 100 for a book, but wrote a recipe for each 
day of a year so I could pick out the best ones. 
I am enjoying the process whether or not a 
book will come out of it.

CELEBRITY sCOOP

Nancy Birtwhistle is breaking the Great British Bake Off mould. Crowned winner 
of the hit show in 2014, Nancy is the only winner not to have released a book. 
Ex-bat owner herself, here she tells us why she’s doing things her own way. 

Nancy Birtwhistle
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4. We were surprised and delighted to learn 
that you keep ex-bats and used their eggs 
whilst taking part in GBBO – tell us a bit 
about your girls. 
I didn’t actually take eggs from my own hens to 
the Bake Off tent because all that is provided 
for you. However all my practising was done 
with my hens' eggs. 
I re-homed five in May and already had three. 
They get to be so tame. In the winter when I 
haven’t got anything precious growing they 
have the full run of the garden. When it’s bed 
time I call them and they come running like any 
other pet, no matter where they are!

5. Tell us more about your popular 
365 day challenge.
I'm keen to be known for successful bakes with 
specific recipe instructions, but I also want the 
flexibility to say here is a recipe you can add 
chocolate to or lemon or coffee. 

I would want my book to be a book where you 
gain confidence, and that is why I launched my 
365 day challenge.  I am gifting each day for 
a whole year everything I know. Recipes, tips, 
hints, ‘how to’ videos and lifehacks which will all 
improve your knowledge and skill. 
 

6. We’ve seen a revival of baking in  
Britain in recent years – do you think 
GBBO is entirely responsible for this or  
are there other factors? 

I think Bake Off is the catalyst. It’s about cooking 
things from scratch. We are frequently told how 
much sugar and salt has to go into cakes in the 
commercial world to make them last longer, so 
baking yourself means you can keep an eye on 
the ingredients.

7. Tell us, what inspired you to give some 
lucky hens a free range retirement? 
I heard about the charity and although I used 
to buy rare breeds paying £10 per chicken they 
were a bit temperamental and not great layers. 
Then I went online and found that Sand Hutton 
was my local re-homing point and I have kept 
coming back ever since. I really feel as though I 
am doing something worthwhile.

8. Let’s talk eggs – we’re biased in thinking 
a truly free range egg tastes better than 
anything else, but what difference does a 
really fresh egg make when it comes to your 
baking success?
It makes a difference in that I feel happy about 
my ingredients. I have had to buy eggs and I do 



notice a difference, particularly in the whites. 
When you crack open the shop bought ones 
the whites are often watery.

9. Back to basics: coop cleaning duties. Is 
it down to yours truly or do you gravitate 
to the kitchen and leave the girls to other 
family members? 
I do it every day. Every morning I collect the 
eggs and when the weather is nice I leave all 
the doors open and take the perches out which 
is my best way of keeping red mite at bay.

10. What’s your favourite aspect of hen 
keeping, would you recommend it to others?
My favourite is to see them doing things they 
should be doing. I brought my ex-bat girls home 
and we let them out in the run. The sun was 
shining and they enjoyed a dust bath and then 
laid on their backs with their legs up in the air in 
the sunshine. That to me was just fabulous.

11. What’s the best cake you have ever 
made and why?  
My best on Bake Off was my jaffa orange cakes 
for which I was awarded star baker in the first 
week. That gave me confidence about my 
place in the tent. I don’t know where the idea 
came from, but they are super cakes.
I also spent a long time perfecting my best 

chocolate cake. Chocolate cakes are often nice 
and dark but can be dry or not very chocolatey. 
So I perfected a cake that is dark and moist and 
tastes of chocolate. A little bit of coffee, star 
anise and vanilla makes all the difference and 
really enhances the chocolate.

12. Finally, what’s your favourite eggy 
based dish?
I love eggs. If I am home on my own I will opt 
for a herby omelette in a small frying pan just 
with some fresh chopped herbs from the 
garden and eggs from my chickens.

13. Baker’s dozen! We have to ask the 
obvious question – what do you think of the 
new GBBO programme moving to CH4?
I am not going to knock it until I have tried it. 
The production company hasn’t changed, 
it has just moved channels. It is going to be 75 
minutes long which is encouraging and protects 
that 60 minutes’ worth of baking. We have got 
to look forward rather than look back. The tent 
will be the same and it is a well-established 
brand so I think it will be fine.

You can read more about Nancy’s #365  
challenge at:
Twitter @nancybbakes
Instagram @nancy.birtwhistle
Facebook nancybirtwhistle
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Method
1. The cake tins need to be base lined and 
greased but don’t use loose bottomed tins 
as the batter is very thin and may leak.
2. Preheat the oven to 175 degrees fan.
3. In a small jug place the milk, add the 
lemon juice then set aside and allow the 
milk to thicken.
4. Place the coffee powder, chocolate, cocoa 
powder, star anise, salt and vanilla extract in 
a small basin and pour over the boiling water. 
Stir to allow the chocolate to dissolve and 
all the cocoa lumps to disappear. Once you 
have a smooth mixture pour in the oil and 
bicarbonate of soda.
5. In a large mixing bowl whisk together the 
sugar and eggs until thick and mousse-like. 
When you lift the whisk out of the mixture 
it will leave a trail. Sift the flour then fold 
this into the egg mix. Once the flour is well 
incorporated add the liquid chocolate and 
curdled milk and stir everything together 
until you have a smooth yet runny batter.  
Don’t be tempted to add the flour, chocolate 
and milk all together at the same time as you 
will have a lumpy batter.
6. Divide equally between the two tins then 
bake for 20 - 25 minutes until the cakes are 
risen and springy to the touch.
7. Remove from the tins as soon as the cakes 
are cool enough to handle.
8. Cool completely on trays.
9. Once cool the cakes can be filled and 
sandwiched together with a whole range 
of fillings and frostings.  A quick and simple 
filling is blackcurrant jam topped with fresh 
whipped double cream – a sort of Black 
Forest Cake!

Nancy’s  
all-time  
favourite 
chocolate 
cake

Ingredients:
75ml whole milk
10ml lemon juice
100ml boiling water
1 tsp espresso powder
40g Chocolate – I have used many types 
but find a 75% cocoa solids works best
1 tsp vanilla extract
1/4 tsp ground star anise
30g Cocoa powder
1/2 tsp bicarbonate of soda
½ tsp salt
100ml vegetable oil
140g Caster sugar
2 free range eggs
100g Self raising flour
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Method
1. Start by making the pastry. Rub the flour 
and fat together until the mixture resembles 
fine breadcrumbs then add the egg yolk and 
bring together into a ball and chill, wrapped 
in clingfilm for half an hour before rolling 
out.  Line the tart tin, prick the bottom then 
chill again for 15 minutes then line with paper 
and baking beans and bake blind for 8-10 
minutes. Remove the paper and beans then 

Nancy's Rhubarb 
and Orange 
Custard Tart

Ingredients:
For the pastry
6oz Plain flour
3oz butter
Salt
3 tbsp free range egg (1 egg with sufficient 
water to make up to 3 tbsp)

For the custard
200g trimmed rhubarb cut into 1cm 
pieces
1 orange zested and segmented
2 free range egg yolks and 1 egg
45g caster sugar
200ml crème fraiche
½ tsp vanilla extract

paint the inside with a coating of egg white 
then pop back into the oven for 2-3 minutes 
just to set.

2. Trim the edges of the tart then set aside 
and make the filling.

3. Arrange the rhubarb on the base of the 
pastry tart then the orange zests but leave  
a few for decoration.

4. Whisk together the sugar and eggs then 
add the crème fraiche and vanilla.  Pour 
this over the rhubarb then place an orange 
segment (8 in total) evenly around the edges.  
Bake at 180 degrees for 25-30 minutes until 
set and golden brown.

5. Take from the oven and allow to cool then 
decorate with a dusting of icing sugar and 
orange zests.  I also crisp up some rhubarb 
by strimming off lengths from a stick of  
rhubarb, placing in a pan with 100ml water 
and 50g sugar.  Boil for 2-3 minutes until 
softened then arrange on a non stick –paper 
and allow to dry out in a very low oven (80 
degrees) for about 1 hour until crispy.  These 
will store in an airtight container until  
required if you want to make them ahead. 

NB – to segment an orange.  With a very 
sharp knife remove both ends of an orange.  
Then stand the orange with one flat end on 
a chopping board and carefully remove the 
skin and pith leaving the flesh.  Do this by 
following the outline of the fruit so that you 
don’t lose the orange segment shape. Then 
hold the orange in the left hand and remove 
the segments by cutting between the mem-
brane lines left and right.  The segments 
need to be free of skin, pith and membrane.
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We’ve been cracking 
on with selling only 
British free range eggs 
since 2002
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Method
1. Heat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan/gas 6. 
Put a baking sheet in the oven to heat up. 
Butter the sides and base of the soufflé dish 
and scatter the breadcrumbs inside the dish, 
turning to coat evenly. 

2. For the soufflé base mixture, melt the 50g 
butter in a pan over a medium heat, whisk in 
the flour and cook, stirring, over a medium 
heat for 2 minutes, until it smells biscuity (this 
is called a roux). Take off the heat and whisk 
in the milk to make a smooth sauce, then 
put back on a medium-high heat and cook, 
stirring with a wooden spoon to form a thick 
glossy sauce. Transfer to a mixing bowl, then 
stir in the grated/crumbled cheeses, egg 
yolks, mustard and seasoning.

3 Put the egg whites into a large spotlessly 
clean mixing bowl and using a hand-held 
mixer whisk on slow until foamy, then 
increase the speed and whisk to stiff peaks. 

4. Using a metal spoon, fold a dollop of egg 
white into the soufflé base mixture to loosen 
it, then carefully fold in the rest until it’s all 
incorporated. Pour the mixture into the 
prepared soufflé dish.

5. Bake on the hot baking sheet for 40-45 
minutes until risen, golden brown and just 
starting to crack on the surface (it will carry 
on cooking as you take it to the table). Serve 
with a fresh salad with sliced apples and 
walnuts if you like, as a starter or light lunch. 

PER SERVING 483kcals, 35.5g fat (19.5g 
saturated), 24.5g protein, 15.9g carbs (3.7g 
sugars), 1.5g salt, 0.7g fibre

Best of British 
cheese  
soufflé

Ingredients:
50g butter, plus extra for greasing
Handful fine white breadcrumbs 
50g plain flour
300ml whole milk, warmed
75g strong hard cheese (cheddar,  
lincolnshire poacher or a mix), grated
75g stilton, crumbled
5 large free range eggs, separated
2 tsp wholegrain mustard

You’ll also need… 
15cm soufflé dish (about 1 litre capacity)

Content from delicious. magazine
deliciousmagazine.co.uk 
Recipes and food styling the delicious. food 
team 
Photographs Toby Scott 
Styling Davina Perkins
Serves 4. Hands-on time 25 min, oven time 
40-45 min

The mix for the soufflé base can be made up to 
48 hours ahead and kept, covered, in the fridge. 
Whisk the egg whites just before baking. 

You can vary the flavour with other cheeses. If 
you don’t like stilton, use nutty gruyère instead.
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Method

For the apples:
1. Melt the 30g butter in a pan, add the apples 
and soften over a medium heat for about 10 
minutes, then add the sugar, turn up the heat 
and let the apples caramelise slightly, stirring 
occasionally and watching them like a hawk.
 

2. Spread the apples over the base of the tin.

For the blondie:
1. Melt the butter and then allow it to brown a 
little, keeping a close eye so that it doesn’t burn. 
Tip into a mixing bowl and allow to cool slightly.

2. Roughly chop the pecans or walnuts and 
toast on a baking tray in the oven for 10 – 15 
minutes.

3. Add the sugars to the butter in the bowl and 
beat in with a hand mixer or wooden spoon.

4. Add in the eggs and vanilla and beat. Gently 
stir in the flour, baking powder and toasted nuts 
– don’t over mix. 

5. Spread the mixture over the apples, sprinkle 
over a little sea salt and bake for around 20 
minutes.  Don’t forget, you want them to be a 
little bit gooey so keep an eye on them.
 

6. Delicious served warm or allow to cool in 
the tin.

Caramelised apple blondie
Makes approx 12

Apple base
500g eating apples, peeled, cored 
and cut into chunks
30g butter 
30g caster sugar

Blondie
150g unsalted butter
60g pecans or walnuts
150g light soft brown sugar
50g demerara sugar
2 free range eggs
1 tsp vanilla extract
200g plain flour
1 tsp baking powder 
sea salt flakes for sprinkling over 
the top

Butter a baking tin, approx 20 x 20 
x 5cm 
Preheat oven to 180°C (160°C fan)
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Method
1. On a lightly floured surface, roll out the pastry 
to about 3mm thick and line your tart tin with it, 
making sure the edge of the pastry stands just 
a little proud above the rim. Trim the edges, 
then prick the base with a fork and return it to 
the fridge for a further 30 minutes. Don’t be 
tempted to skip this step – it will help prevent 
shrinkage in the oven.
 

2. Preheat the oven to 200°C/fan 180°C/gas 
mark 6 and put a baking sheet in to heat up. 
Remove your tin from the fridge, line with  
non-stick baking paper and fill with baking 
beans (see page 211). Bake on the hot baking 
sheet in the oven for 20 minutes, then remove 
the paper and beans, brush with beaten egg 
yolk and bake for a further 10–15 minutes or  
until golden. Remove and let cool, then  
carefully remove the tin.
 

3. For the filling, beat together the ricotta and 
crème fraiche and stir in the Parmesan, dill, 
lemon zest and juice and a little salt and  
pepper. Bring a large pan of salted water to the 
boil. Cook the asparagus and broad beans for 
2–3 minutes or until just tender, then drain and 
run under the cold tap to stop them cooking 
further. Squeeze the beans from their skins.
 

4. Once the tart case is completely cool, spoon 
in the creamy filling and arrange the asparagus 
and broad beans on top. Whisk the dressing 
ingredients together and brush or drizzle over 
the tart. Scatter with lemon zest and serve in 
thick slices.

Lemony Asparagus 
and Ricotta Tart

Serves 8
Equipment: 1 x 23cm loose- 
bottomed fluted round tart tin 

Ingredients
350g Savoury Shortcrust Pastry 
A little plain flour, for dusting
1 free range egg yolk, beaten
Grated zest of 1 lemon, to serve

For the filling:
250g ricotta cheese
150g crème fraîche
50g Parmesan cheese, finely grated
1 small bunch of fresh dill, leaves 
chopped
Juice and grated zest of 1 lemon
200g asparagus spears, woody ends 
removed
75g podded fresh or frozen broad
beans
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

For the dressing:
2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
A squeeze of lemon juice

Recipe courtesy of  
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Did you know that we use free range eggs 
in our recipes?

As friends of  the British Hen Welfare Trust, 
we’d like to give you £1 off  any Higgidy product 

Did you know that

use free range eggs in all 
        of their recipes?

www.higgidy.co.uk
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Shake it off!.Now this is what we call a suntrap!

Doris had a dirty weekend!
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Forget skateboarding - 
we're sunbathing

Cookie, Bramble
and Goldine enjoying 

a sunbathe AND a
dust bath!

Soaking up the 
vitamin D
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Chicken Vet Mite Powder 
This product is ideal for low 
level mite infestation and 
prevention, and can be 
sprinkled in nest boxes, scratch areas, 
dust bath areas and on your hens. 

Chicken Vet 
Poultry Shield 
Use weekly and 
spray everywhere 
in the hen house, paying 
particular attention to 
the corners, cracks 
and crevices where 
mites hide.

Diatomaceous Earth (DE) 
When mites crawl through 
the DE dust to feed on 
the hens at night its 
microscopic shards 
scratch the mites' waxy 
shell, causing them to 
dessicate and die.

Interkokask RTU 
Disinfectant 
This DEFRA-approved 
disinfectant can be used 
to tackle red mite eggs, 
coccidial infections, 
viruses, fungi and 
roundworm eggs.

Red mite 
- the flea of the dog world

From 
£12.99

Thankfully keeping on top of it 
during summer needn’t be a chore 
and we’ve got some great products 

to keep the critters at bay.

£7.45

From 
£2.99 £17.99



2.5ltr Mushroom 
Poultry Drinker 
Perfect for a 
smaller flock, this 
drinker is UV and 
frost-resistant 
and features 
extendable legs.

Summer is here and we’ve a great range 
of drinkers from the traditional to the 
colourful, so make sure your hens are 

catered for as the weather hots up.

Feathers & 
Beaky 2ltr 
Drinker 
A practical 
drinker which 
you fill from 
the top, 
avoiding spillage!

Eton Galvanised Trough 
Galvanised drinkers are 
tough and long lasting, and 
this trough can be used for 
feed and water.
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£28.85

£19.99

£19.99

£8.75

Cottage Garden Bucket Drinker 
This beautiful drinker will brighten 
up any garden and it’s sturdy to 
boot.

Soak up the rays
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Stars 
of the month
Every day you send us such lovely, endearing photos of 
your hens, and here are just a few which caught our eye.

STAR OF THE MONTH 
Picked on by her friends Lucia was taken into the house for some 
TLC. There she quickly made friends with family dog, Jack, and 
here they are having a snooze together.
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              STAR OF
              THE MONTH  
It took Ginger just one week 
in her new home to figure 
out how to jump on her 
keeper’s shoulder to roost!  
(Yes, that is where she's 
snoozing!) Bird-brained? 
I don't think so.

              STAR OF
              THE MONTH  
This is Houdini who lives with 
Martin Spearman. She likes 
to find ways to escape, but 
so far she's always been 
apprehended! Here she is 
sussing out the lie of the land, 
ready for the next attempt. She's 
a lovely hen, easy to catch and 
hold, and makes a hell of a 
racket when about to lay an egg!

              STAR OF
              THE MONTH  
Little Iris is bottom of the 
pecking order. Here she is 
three weeks into her free 
range retirement having 
grown confidence and 
stopped screaming when 
one of her flock friends so 
much as looks at her!
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Gaynor’s Tips

As you might expect, air enters through the 
nostrils, and passes through the pharynx 
and trachea. Chickens have long necks 
because they need to preen those hard 
to reach feathers, therefore they have a 
longer trachea to allow a relatively large 
amount of air to enter in one breath. 
The typical breathing rate for a hen is 
12-37 breaths per minute (cockerels 18-20, 
human adults 12–20).   

The trachea is protected by the larynx 
which makes sure food does not enter 
the airway when the chicken is swallowing. 

The trachea branches into smaller bronchi, 
which enter the lungs and then branch into 
secondary bronchi and hundreds of small 
loops called parabronchi. This results in a 
large surface area within a relatively small 
space and more efficient transfer of oxygen. 
 
The lungs are attached to the ribs and only 
expand a little when air is breathed in. 
The lungs don’t expand like a balloon as 
happens when humans breathe. The rib 
cage in chickens is far more rigid than in 
mammals and provides a strong anchor 
point for the large flight-enabling muscles. 

Here’s the interesting bit... chickens also 
use their bones to help them breathe! 

All I need is the air 
that I breathe…

In addition to the trachea and lung system, 
the avian secondary bronchi lead into 
separate air sacs, and from there into 
the pneumatic bones. 
 
Pneumatic bones contain a light honeycomb 
structure of air-filled cavities. These bones 
provide a secondary route by which air 
exchange can occur. The air sacs that 
connect the lungs to the pneumatic bones 
have very thin walls; they act like bellows 
to pull air into the relatively rigid lungs.

Chickens have a specialised system for getting oxygen into 
their body and removing carbon dioxide. They use an efficient 

combination of two methods to obtain oxygen, allowing them to 
indulge in highly energetic activities such as flying and running.
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The annual moult
Your hen is in peak condition, glossy  
feathers and red comb one minute then 
almost overnight she starts to look tatty. 
Some hens drop lots of feathers (a hard 
moult) while others have a partial moult 
(soft moult.)

The important point is that moulting is a 
natural process and does not mean that 
your hen has a skin disease or parasites. 
Moulting allows your hen to exchange any 
broken or loose feathers for new plumage 
to ensure she has good feather coverage 
during the colder months.

Most first adult moults happen at around 
18 months of age usually in the autumn but 
some hens buck the trend and moult in the 
summer. It normally takes 8-12 weeks but 
can last longer.

The shortening daylight hours are usually a 
trigger to moult and some birds moult at the 
end of an egg laying cycle. Other triggers 
include stress, hatching eggs, lack of water 
and changes in the coop. 

Where feathers have been lost new pin 
feathers will emerge giving the appearance 
of a hedgehog to your already tatty hen! 
These pin feathers taste nice to other hens 
and may be plucked so take care to protect 
a moulting hen.  

We can help our hens through the process 
by adding extra protein and calcium to their 
diets (feathers are 80% protein). Switching to 
a higher protein feed will help.  

Don’t be surprised if your moulting hen goes 
off lay or her egg production drops. She 
simply can’t produce enough protein for both 
processes especially when a full moult takes 
place.

Colder weather will also speed up the 
process of new feathers growing back, so 
please don't be tempted to knit a jumper for 
your hen, she is quite capable of producing 
her own new outfit. 
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FRESH BED
For chickens

Now
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-to
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A natural soft straw bedding containing
pine oil for ultimate freshness, helping
your chickens to feel warm and cosy.
 Available in big value 100 litre
 and easy-to-handle 50 litre bales.

www.dengie.com
Contact 0845 345 5115 for friendly advice on the Dengie Help line
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Dergall is a non-toxic and food-safe  
treatment which is applied as a spray to the 
chicken house and can also be sprayed onto 
birds without causing any harm. It works by 
mechanical action on the surface of where 
it is sprayed, creating a three dimensional 
structure (3D-IPNS™) which immobilises and 
traps the mites, destroying them. Dergall 
blocks their breathing apparatus, causing 
them to suffocate, dehydrate and die and 
carries on working for approximately three 
days after it has been applied.

The Chicken Vet 
Innovative new mite treatment 
for red mite, northern fowl mite 

and scaly leg mite
By Alison Colville-Hyde, Chicken Vet

The pesky red mite is the bane of the chicken keeper 
and all chickens! Add into the mix the northern fowl mite, 
which destroys plumage, and the scaly leg mite, which 

causes crusting and sores on the chickens’ legs and 
you have a mite time-bomb!



The home of healthy chickens
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The home of healthy chickens

Mixing and using Dergall is easy: mix into clean  
water at the rate of 10ml to 1 litre, a little goes a 
long way. Make the product up fresh to spray inside 
the poultry house, preferably when the birds are in  
darkness, or at the end of the day to maximise  
efficacy as mites only come out to find food when 
it  is dark. Only use Dergall freshly mixed, so make 
up what you need, not the whole container.

Should you have a case of northern fowl mite cut 
off any debris from around the hen's rear (as this is 
where the northern fowl mite lays her eggs) then 
spray her rear and feathers with the Dergall at the 
same dilution, alongside the inside of the poultry 
house. Repeat in 5-10 days to destroy any 
newly-hatched mites from disturbing your birds. 
Destroy the feather clippings as you want to 
remove as many mite eggs as possible.

For cases of scaly leg mite, and to prevent it arising in 
your flock, you can either spray or dip the birds' legs 
into Dergall at the same dilution of 10ml to 1 litre of 
water. Repeat in one week to destroy newly-hatched 
mites.
 
Dergall is available from the Chicken Vet in 100ml 
bottles with an integral measure. 100ml will make 10 
litres of spray solution. Visit www.chickenvet.co.uk for 
more information. 

The Chicken Vet Cont: 
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We love your chicken chat and photos, 
just look at these lucky hens!

Chicken Chat
Your Letters

This is Lily. Her keeper Cheryl Tribe told us: “I just wanted to share a photo 
of my darling Lily who sadly died on 5th May 2017. Almost seven years free. 
A beautiful, loveable little character who would never let me pick her up! 
I'd always be chasing her round the garden trying to catch her! In another 
life I swear she'd have been an Olympic sprinter! I will miss her so much 
and she'll always be in my heart. RIP my beautiful Lily.”
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Jamima lives with Amandine 
Reid. She told us: “We're 
seven weeks into having our 
hens and every day my kids 
can't wait to see our four 
girls. Really they are part of 
the family, and it's a joy to 
see their personalities 
form. My daughter loves 
climbing the blossom 
tree and this time she 
took Jamima with her.”

Ian Stanton’s daughter collected 
five hens from York in June this 
year, he told us:  All five roam 
the back garden much to the 
surprise of the rabbit, cat and 
dog and the sight of all of them 
together in the sun is amazing. 
My wife has early onset 
Alzheimer's and she is so 
happy wandering around the 
garden looking to see where 
they have gone and making 
a fuss of them all. We are 
getting so much pleasure 
watching them explore 
their new found freedom 
and develop into 'proper' 
chickens. Getting them has 
been one of the best things we 
have done for a while. Thank you 
for giving us so much pleasure 
and the chance to give the five 
of them a happy retirement.”
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Meet gorgeous Honey. Her keeper, Debbie Morris-Kirby, said: “Honey was 
the smallest of our latest rescues from Liskeard, and was such a sweetie 
until we got her home, and she turned into Honey Monster. She has now 
settled into free range life, is feathering up well, and working her way up 
the pecking order. She is one of the cheekiest girls we have ever met, and 
is a real character.

Mags Quennell told us this about 
her hen Arrietty: “We live in 
Liskeard, Cornwall and adopted 
six hens about two months ago. 
They have settled in brilliantly 
and we are enjoying watching 
their personalities develop, as 
well as collecting their yummy 
eggs! Arrietty is very friendly 
and inquisitive and is often to 
be found pecking at shoe laces 
or cardigan buttons. She pecked 
my camera lens a split second 
after I took this photo.



www.dobies.co.uk

SEEDS, PLANTS, BULBS, FRUIT & EQUIPMENT

    KEEPING CHICKENS  

                 0844 967 0303SINCE 1894 

New 
Range!

The trend of “growing your own” has spread from vegetables to other forms of self-suffi  ciency.
Therefore, we’re pleased to announce that Dobies has extended its range!

A One-stop- shop and one of the most comprehensive ranges available, delivered to your door!

•  Dobies Chicken Seed Collections    • Housing    • Fencing    •  Egg Boxes    •  Fertilised Eggs  
•  Feed, Feeders & Drinkers    •  Health & Hygiene    •  Incubators & Brooders    •  Starter Kit  

•  Accessories     •  Chicken Gifts

visit www.dobies.co.uk/goodlifechickens

Win a Cottage Chicken House worth £500!
Whether you already have a fl ock and need a new coop or are thinking of starting to keep 

chickens and need to get started, enter our fantastic competition for a chance to win a cosy 
shelter ideal for 6 chickens or 8 bantams and made from FSC™ approved timber

TO ENTER: Visit www.dobies.co.uk/bhwtchickencomp and complete our short survey 
(it only takes 30 seconds) to be entered into the prize draw

Full terms and conditions can be found at www.dobies.co.uk/chickencomp - Closing date 31st July 2017

“We’ve teamed up 
with the British Hen 

Welfare Trust”

Over 100 

products 

online!



Get along to Vetark to find out 
about their range of bird health 
products!

Trade 
Enquiries 
Welcome

Licensed PROVEN 
probiotic

AVIPRO AVIAN

Critical Care Formula 
valuable for nursing 
exhausted/rescue 

birds

CitroSan 
to reduce 

Trichomonas 
transmission

Zolcal D 
liquid calcium and 

vitamin D3

Avi-Sol
liquid easy dose 

vitamins

For more information about the Vetark range 
contact Vetark Professional

+44-(0)1962-844316, or email: info@vetark.co.uk

Visit the website: www.vetark.co.uk

Chicken&EggA5.indd   1 14/01/2017   16:26
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A delighted reader!
We’re probably preaching to the converted if you’re 
sat reading this, but not so long ago we received a 

lovely testimonial about Chicken & Egg, which 
we wanted to share with you.

Here’s what Helen Ashenden had to say:
“We’ve just received our first issue of this magazine and 

we love it! One of the great benefits of a paper 
copy is that I know the rest of my family will really 
enjoy reading it too, and it can only help increase 

my children’s knowledge of hen-keeping 
(we have five of your ex-bats).   

“It’s brilliant to see the photographs which have encouraged me to let 
the girls out into the garden and give them more to play with!”

To read more issues of C&E simply visit our website at www.bhwt.org.uk

We like to think Chicken & Egg is packed full of reasons why 
keeping ex-bats is so great and that’s why we want you to 
pass on your copy to friends and family, or leave it at the 

doctors/dentists next time you’re there. Make a hen happy!



This photo was posted on our Instagram 
page after a particularly rainy few days 
in May – it shows Cookie, Bramble and 
Goldine celebrating a little sunshine and 
was liked by 147 of you.
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This is gorgeous Buff Orpington Fatty Bum 
Bum (yes really). Don’t you just want to give 
her a cuddle?! She went down a storm on 
Twitter, earning 5,547 impressions, and we 
can see why.

Tizzie and Angelina were adopted 
by Debbie Morris-Kirby in April. This 
photo shows them just hours after 
arriving at their new home, and it 
obviously touched a chord with 
our supporters, reaching over  
12,000 people and attracting 
many heart-warming comments.

Social Scraps
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Scotland

Northumberland

Lancashire

NorfolkShropshire

West Mids
Cambridgeshire

Hertfordshire
Su�olk

Essex

Kent

Sussex

Milton Keynes

Oxfordshire

Berkshire

Hampshire

Surrey

Wiltshire

Bristol

Somerset

Dorset

South Wales

Devon

Cornwall

Lincolnshire

Yorkshire North

Nottinghamshire

Derbyshire

Yorkshire South

Scotland

Monmouth

Carlisle

Do you want to re-home some hens?
Call 01884 860084 or visit www.bhwt.org.uk

Berkshire - Crowthorne
Bristol - Nr Bristol Airport
Cambridgeshire - Godmanchester 
Cumbria - Carlisle 
Cornwall - Liskeard and Redruth
Devon - South Molton and South Zeal
Derbyshire - Ashbourne
Dorset - Sturminster Newton
Essex - Great Totham
Hampshire - Denmead 
Hertfordshire - Bishops Stortford
Isle of Wight - Newport
Kent - Biggin Hill
Lancashire - Haslingden & St Helens
Lincolnshire South - Stamford
Monmouthshire - Lydart
Norfolk - King Lynn
Milton Keynes - North Crawley 
Northumberland - Gateshead & Morpeth
Nottinghamshire - Newark
Oxfordshire - Didcot
Scotland - Perth
Scotland - Stonehaven
Shopshire - Overton
Somerset - Farrington Gurney
Somerset - Weston-super-Mare
Suffolk - Baylham, nr Ipswich
Surrey - Cranleigh
Sussex - Chichester
Wales - Gwernogle & Swansea
West Midlands - Allesley nr Coventry
Wiltshire - Hinton Parva nr Swindon
Yorkshire North - Sand Hutton nr York
Yorkshire South - Rotherham
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British Hen Welfare Day 2016 was such a rip-roaring success that, guess 
what, we’re doing it again! This year it falls on Friday, 22 September and 
we’re thinking outside the box this time. We’ve all heard of ‘take a dog to 
work’ days, but how about take a hen to work day?! We’d like you to show 
colleagues the feathery, soft gorgeous-ness of your hens and encourage 
them to adopt some of their own. Better yet, bake a cake to help people make 
the connection between eggs and the lovely thing pottering around the office.
 
We will be giving you lots more information about BHWD via our website, 
so watch this space.
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And Finally

Hens – not just ex-bats – are survivors and they have a serious will to live. 

Take the story of Lilly Savage (great name!) who suffered a bad injury and was 

found by Sarah Bache. After two months of TLC, physio and the right veterinary 

treatment, Lilly recovered from her serious leg injury and has gone on to enjoy 

a free range retirement with Sarah’s other hens, plus her seven rescue dogs! 

Pictured here is Lilly with Maisey Pig, the pug. 

All too often we hear of hens who have been put to sleep as a result of advice

from a vet.  In reality, with love and the right care many can make a full recovery, 

and Lilly is a shining example of how a hen can go on to live a full and happy life 

after facing down adversity.




